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The Epicor HCM Candidate Connect module extends your recruiting capabilities
allowing applicants to find and apply for open positions online. Applicants can
attach their resume to their profile and provide a complete picture of their skills
and capabilities whether it is for an open requisition or an unsolicited submittal.

Benefits
XX
An intuitive, easy-to-use

interface
XX
One-click report generation
XX
Electronic signatures
XX
Online candidate

management
XX
An integrated hiring process

Learn how Epicor HCM can do
all this and more by contacting
an Epicor representative today.

Candidate Connect is integrated with the Epicor HCM Core HR module
functionality. This helps recruiters save time, increase productivity, and better
manage talent through the acquisition process. And applicants can edit their
information anytime, at their convenience, to ensure that their online profile is
always up to date.
Applicants can provide recruiters with background information on themselves
showcasing their qualification for a specific position. From a Web browser,
applicants can provide a complete picture of their career and background by
entering their work and education history, provide details of their certifications,
skills and abilities, and list any professional memberships and awards. This gives
recruiters a complete picture of the applicant to compare to the requirements for
the position.
Coupled with Core HR, recruiters have tools to approve requisitions, filter
applications through qualification matches and knockout questions, update
status, costs, and even makes notes for better record keeping throughout the
hiring process.
Let your recruiters spend more time interviewing and assessing the candidate
than sorting through stacks of paper applications and resumes. Check out
Candidate Connect and Epicor HCM today.
Add information about your company to inform applicants.

Candidate Connect

Search open positions
With Epicor HCM Candidate Connect, candidates
can search for openings throughout your
organization as well as view and maintain any
application they have submitted.

Create an online profile
Candidates can create and maintain their on-line
application profile for quick access, and to streamline the application process by making key data
available to recruiters.

Enter qualifications for consideration
Candidates have the ability to create their
qualification and skill profile in a single location
with in Candidate Connect which makes the data
easily accessible to recruiters during the evaluation
and hiring cycle.
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